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AWARD WINNING ORGANIC FOOD MARKET- BUSTLING
COMMUNITY GROCER WITH POTENTIAL!

According to MPI:  Considered a Primary Sector Business (essential service)

and during COVID is able to remain open at all Alert Levels

First time on the market is this independent award-winning food market

located in a busy affluent community.  Offering an array of food and non-food

items that is dutifully aligned with producers that support sustainable choices

and earth health awareness, it also fulfils the special dietary and/or health

needs of its loyal customers.

Business Highlights:

Growth Potential with loads of walk by traffic

Established reputation with loyal following

Online sales and social media development potential

Strict adherence to core values

Automation of systems & processes in place

Good existing grower and supply chain relationships

 

After 7 years of operation at this location, there is enormous potential for a new

owner to bring their energy and experience, add to the service and product mix

and make the brand their own!    Owner is motivated and will look at all

reasonable offers!

Price:  $110,000 - Including Stock (approx. $20,000)

For further information please call Amanda 027 263 2661

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
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Amanda Reale - 027 263 2661
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Clyth Macleod

Level 2, 77 Grafton Road Grafton
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+64 9 630 9491
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